ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Introduction

Chinese citizens continue to face substantial obstacles in seeking remedies to government actions that violate their legal rights and constitutionally protected freedoms. International human rights standards require effective remedies for official violations of citizens’ rights. Article 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides that “Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.”1 Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which China has signed but not yet ratified, requires that all parties to the ICCPR ensure that persons whose rights or freedoms are violated “have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.”2

The Third Plenum and Judicial Reform

The November 2013 Chinese Communist Party Central Committee Third Plenum Decision on Certain Major Issues Regarding Comprehensively Deepening Reforms (Third Plenum Decision) contained several items relating to judicial system reform.3 In June 2014, the office of the Party’s Central Leading Small Group for Comprehensively Deepening Reform announced that six provinces and municipalities—Shanghai, Guangdong, Jilin, Hubei, Hainan, and Qinghai—would serve as pilot sites for certain judicial reforms, including divesting local governments of their control over local court funding and appointments and centralizing such power at the provincial level, in an effort to limit interference by local governments in the work of the courts.4 Following the June announcement of judicial reform pilot sites, in July, the Supreme People’s Court released its fourth five-year reform plan.5 According to China law expert Stanley Lubman, a “significant aim of [the plan] is to reduce the influence of local government on local courts.”6

Local protectionism is a longstanding problem that has, among other things, damaged judicial credibility.7 In March 2014, Meng Jianzhu, secretary of the Communist Party Central Committee Political and Legal Affairs Commission, addressed another form of interference in court work. Meng is reported to have said in internal meetings that Party officials must not intervene in specific cases, although the Party would still have final control over outcomes in “politically sensitive” cases.8 The limits of judicial reform were made clear in a June 2014 editorial in the state-run Global Times, which stated that the goal of improving “judicial justice” in the new reforms does not mean that China is moving toward “judicial independence” (sifa duli) or “separation of powers” (sanzhuan fenli).9

During this reporting year, the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) took steps to increase judicial transparency and accountability in line with the Third Plenum Decision.10 The SPC issued measures requiring all courts in China to publish their effective written judgments (with some exceptions, such as cases involving state secrets and individual privacy) on the publicly accessible Web site Judicial
Opinions of China, effective January 1, 2014. As of March 2014, more than 3,800 SPC judgments and over 1.6 million judgments from lower level courts had been published on the Web site. One of the eight main areas of focus in the Supreme People’s Court new five-year plan is strengthening judicial openness. Specific reform measures include improving the systems of open trials and trial information databases, and continuing to strengthen the establishment of the Judicial Opinions of China Web site. Improving legal aid and judicial assistance—court funds that are used to mitigate costs and other burdens facing parties with economic difficulties—was another reform noted in the Third Plenum Decision. During 2013, the SPC and the Ministry of Justice promulgated an opinion on enhancing legal aid for plaintiffs seeking state compensation “to guarantee that the impoverished people exercise their rights claiming for compensation according to law.” Moreover, courts throughout China “mitigated 190 million RMB” (US$31 million) “legal costs for the parties involved in real difficulty.” The Supreme People’s Procuratorate (SPP) also indicated it would promote improvements to the national judicial assistance system in 2014. These and other reform efforts addressed in the work reports of the SPC and the SPP may have played a role in bolstering National People’s Congress (NPC) delegates’ confidence in the two bodies during the annual NPC meeting in March 2014; the approval ratings for both the SPP and SPC work reports were the highest in seven years.

Citizen Petitioning and Proposed Revisions to the Administrative Litigation Law

During the 2014 reporting year, the Party and central government issued a number of documents instituting reforms to the petitioning (xinfang) system—one of the areas of reform outlined in the Third Plenum Decision. Xinfang, also referred to as the “letters and visits system,” is a popular mechanism outside of the formal legal system for citizens to present their grievances to authorities, either in writing or in person. Over 70 percent of petitions raise issues relating to expropriation of rural land, forced evictions and home demolitions, labor and social security, and law- and litigation-related problems. The fundamental goal of the xinfang reforms is “social stability”—preventing and solving social conflicts at the local level. Petitioners bring unresolved grievances to central government offices in Beijing, or resort to disruptive actions to garner attention for their cause—actions that the central government wants stopped.

The Chinese government has acknowledged that the petitioning system is flawed. In April 2014, the state-run Global Times declared the petitioning system “on the verge of collapse.” According to the official statistics, the total number of petitions (letters and visits) received at government and Party xinfang offices at county and higher administrative levels during the first 10 months of 2013 was 6,040,000, a decrease of 2.1 percent compared with the same time period in 2012. Only a very small percentage of petitions are actually resolved—less than 1 percent, according to a
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2004 study conducted by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and there is nothing to suggest that the resolution rate has improved significantly since then.29

Collectively, the various measures and guidelines on petitioning issued during the 2014 reporting year, not unlike previous efforts to reform the petitioning system,30 seek to accomplish the following aims, among others:31

- Handle and resolve complaints in a timely manner at the local level or one level higher; petitioners are not permitted to skip levels and higher level agencies are prohibited from accepting “skipped-level” petitions;32
- Prevent petitioners from traveling to Beijing and “from bypassing local authorities to file petitions in Beijing”;33
- Increase online and written petitions, and decrease in-person visits;34
- Handle all law- and litigation-related petitions (shefa shesu) in courts or through other political-legal entities and resolve them through legal channels (fazhi guidao); government and Party petition offices are prohibited from accepting such petitions;35
- Reverse the widespread tendency among petitioners “to believe in petitioning, not law” (xin fang, bu xin fa).36

In addition, the government and Party have again stated that officials are prohibited from blocking or restricting “normal” petitioning by any means and they must not unlawfully detain petitioners.37 In February 2013, the central government reportedly ceased ranking localities based on the number of repeat “abnormal” (feizhengchang) petitioners who bring their grievances to Beijing.38 The previous ranking system reportedly helped to spawn the “black jail” industry, which the Commission has written about in previous annual reports.39 [See Section II—Criminal Justice for more information regarding “black jails.”]

**ADMINISTRATIVE LITIGATION LAW**

Adopted in 1989, the PRC Administrative Litigation Law (ALL)40 enables citizens to file lawsuits challenging certain government actions; it is popularly referred to as the “people suing officials” law (“min gao guan”).41 Implementation of the ALL has been problematic, however, and in large part explains the petitioners’ creed: “believe in petitioning, not law” (xin fang, bu xin fa).42 Dismay with, and distrust of, the legal system has itself spawned vast numbers of petitions; individuals who are dissatisfied with judicial decisions or court inaction often turn to petitioning.43 Various estimates over the past 10 years put the range of law- and litigation-related petitions between 40 percent and 70 percent of all petitions.44

In late December 2013, the first-ever draft amendment to the ALL was submitted to the National People’s Congress Standing Committee for review.45 The substantial draft contained 23 new provisions and amended 36 existing provisions.46 The proposed revisions address the main problems with the ALL—widely referred to as “the three difficulties” (san nan): difficulties filing ALL cases, trying ALL cases, and enforcing ALL judgments.47 It is because of
“the three difficulties” that many ALL cases end up in petitioning channels. Proposed amendments to the ALL include increasing the range of official conduct that can be challenged (including, for example, infringement of private rights relating to ownership or use of land and other natural resources, and failure to provide appropriate social benefits), clarifying that plaintiffs may file cases orally, strengthening the procedures for accepting cases, and increasing penalties on courts that fail to file cases (li’an). The ultimate aim of the revision, which has been in the works since 2009, is to encourage people to “believe in law” rather than petitioning.

Whether the ALL amendments will lead more petitioners to file lawsuits rather than use the petitioning system remains to be seen. Another report, local protectionism is a serious problem. Several of the judicial reform initiatives are attempting to address. Moreover, with both the petitioning reforms and the proposed ALL amendments aiming to funnel more cases into a weak and already overburdened judicial system—one of the reasons why petitioning is still deemed to be necessary—the ALL and petitioning reforms are not likely to lead to enhanced credibility for the judicial system or a change in the widely held belief among petitioners that petitioning is better than filing a lawsuit.

**Harassment and Abuse of Human Rights Lawyers**

During the 2014 reporting year, authorities intensified the degree of harassment and abuse of both human rights lawyers and defenders, particularly in the run-up to the 26th anniversary of the violent suppression of the 1989 Tiananmen protests, which the non-governmental organization Chinese Human Rights Defenders (CHRD) described as the “harshest June 4 anniversary yet” and China analyst Willy Lam described as “markedly more draconian” than the 20th anniversary in 2009. Official violence against human rights lawyers and detentions of lawyers increased substantially during this reporting year. Incidents include violence against lawyers advocating for a detained Christian pastor, Zhang Shaojie, in Nanle county, Puyang municipality, Henan province, and the detention and torture of four rights lawyers—Tang Jitian, Jiang Tianyong, Wang Cheng, and Zhang Junjie—in Jiansanjiang, Fujin county, Jiamusi municipality, Heilongjiang province. The four lawyers were in Jiansanjiang to investigate a “legal education center” and to represent several Falun Gong detainees who sought to protest their unlawful detention. Rights lawyer Gao Zhisheng was released from prison in early August 2014. Shortly thereafter reports emerged that authorities had maltreated him during his more than two and a half years in Shaya Prison in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR). According to the non-profit organization Freedom Now and Gao’s U.S.-based wife, Geng He, as a result of the abuses and deprivations meted out to Gao by authorities, including solitary confinement, Gao lost 50 pounds, has serious dental problems that have not been treated, and has difficulty speaking coherently. Since Gao’s release, public security officers in Urumqi municipality, XUAR have been closely
monitoring Gao and restricting his activities and movement. In early August, the state-run Global Times published an opinion piece on Gao, which, among other things, warned that he must “adjust his conduct” as he reenters society, or else, the commentary implied, he might cross the “red line of the law” and face legal sanctions.

During this reporting year, authorities also criminally detained a number of human rights lawyers for political reasons. Authorities in Beijing municipality detained and then arrested prominent public interest lawyer Pu Zhiqiang on charges of “picking quarrels and provoking trouble” and “illegally obtaining personal information” after he attended a private gathering in early May 2014 to discuss the legacy of the 1989 Tiananmen protests and their violent suppression. In early June, officials in Henan province criminally detained two human rights lawyers, Chang Boyang and Ji Laisong, who were reportedly representing individuals whom authorities had detained earlier for taking part in a February 2014 memorial service related to the 1989 Tiananmen protests. Also in June 2014, authorities in Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong province, arrested three human rights lawyers—Tang Jingling, Wang Qingying, and Yuan Xinting—for “inciting subversion” reportedly in connection with their promotion of nonviolent civil disobedience.

While repression of Chinese human rights lawyers intensified this reporting year, they took new steps to protect their own rights. In September 2013, Tang Jitian, Jiang Tianyong, and Wang Cheng founded the China Human Rights Lawyers Group (CHRLG), which provides legal services and advice to citizens who have been detained for exercising their civil rights. More than 100 lawyers affiliated with CHRLG signed a public statement in December 2013 condemning the violation of lawyers’ professional rights by Nanle county authorities in the case of Pastor Zhang Shaojie. In June 2014, more than 40 rights lawyers signed a pledge to voluntarily assist other lawyers and their families if they are targeted by authorities, in what one lawyer described as a “crisis situation” for rights lawyers. Later that month, proposed revisions to the Lawyers’ Code of Conduct and other rules relating to lawyers and law firms, drafted by the state-run All China Lawyers’ Association (ACLA), were leaked on social media. Provisions prohibiting lawyers from stirring up public opinion and using the Internet “to express radical or improper commentary on cases or public matters, or attack or disparage [China’s] legal system, political system and Party guidelines [and] policies” were viewed by some as an apparent attempt to silence human rights lawyers. In response, over 100 lawyers signed a joint letter strongly condemning the proposed revisions, claiming that they violated China’s Constitution, the PRC Lawyers’ Law, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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